The future is digital and Cromax has the latest state-of-the-art solutions which provide the best accuracy and most efficient processes for managing colour in the bodyshop: From, optimum digital colour measurement with our industry leading spectrophotometers, to the most accurate formula matching via ChromaWeb and our global formula database. The latest IP scales also mean that formulas can be sent wirelessly to the scale from anywhere in the bodyshop.

The ChromaWeb software is cloud based so is always up-to-date and is being continuously expanded with tools and functionality to help with all your colour management needs. Available from any browser it also means you can work flexibly on any device.

Regardless of the repair, the colour, or the age of the vehicle, Cromax’s digital colour management solutions help you quickly and accurately find the right colour formula and effect helping you to achieve the best possible results while improving your profitability.

CHROMAVISION PRO MINI
The new, super-small ChromaVision Pro Mini takes colour matching to a whole new level.
LEARN MORE

CHROMAVISION MINI
The productive digital colour measurement tool for professional bodyshops.
LEARN MORE
CHROMAWEB
One of the most powerful and complete colour retrieval and productivity management systems.
LEARN MORE

CHROMALAMP
Chromalamp is the hand-held daylight lamp from Cromax designed to use throughout the whole refinishing process.
LEARN MORE